A family of sharp, arbitrarily tight, upper and lower matrix bounds for solutions of the discrete algebraic Lyapunov are presented. The lower bounds are tighter than previously known ones. Unlike the majority of previously known upper bounds, those derived here have no restrictions on their applicability. Upper and lower bounds for individual eigenvalues and for the trace of the solution are found using the new matrix bounds. Sharp trace bounds not derivable from the matrix bounds are also presented.
I Introduction
The discrete algebraic Lyapunov equation (DALE) is P = A T PA + Q; A; Q 2 R n n ; Q = Q T > 0 ; (1) where all the eigenvalues of A lie inside the unit circle; ( T ) and (> 0) denote transpose and positive de niteness, respectively; P = P T > 0 is the solution. that is bounds for single eigenvalues of P, bounds for the trace of P or bounds for the determinant of P. A more general type of bound is a matrix bound, such as P B; B = B T 2 R n n ; (2) where the notation P B means that the matrix B?P is positive semi-de nite.
If one has matrix bounds, one may easily derive eigenvalue bounds.
Our particular motivation for seeking bounds for solution of the DALE comes from the application of the Kalman lter to the problem of assimilating atmospheric data (e.g. 1]). With some simplifying assumptions, the error covariance of the estimate of the state of the atmosphere satis es the equation in (1) with appropriate choice of A and Q. For this application, the DALE has two distinguishing properties. First, the system comes from the discretization of a three-dimensional continuum problem; the dimension n of the matrices is large, typically of the order 10 6 . Since direct treatment of (1) is impractical, estimates for the solution of the DALE are valuable and can be used, for example, to investigate the dependence of P on A and Q and to develop approximate methods.
Second, in atmospheric dynamics, as in uid dynamics, an important feature of the dynamics is non-modal growth due to nonnormality 2, 3] . When such nonmodal growth is present, A is nonnormal and has singular values greater than one. The majority of previously known upper bounds for the solution of the DALE are inapplicable when the singular values of A are greater than one (e.g.
4]
). This lack of upper bounds may indicate a lack of theoretical understanding of the behavior of solutions of the DALE. The upper bounds derived here, applicable with no restrictions on the singular values of A, are an expansion of the theoretical understanding of the DALE.
First, in Theorem 1 we recall that the solution of the DALE has a series representation. Then, we use that series representation to derive Theorem 2, a family of sharp, arbitrarily tight matrix bounds. Naturally, the amount of work required to calculate a very tight bound approaches that of computing the solution. We show that the new lower bounds are tighter than bounds recently presented in 5]. The new upper bounds do not become unbounded when the singular values of A approach one and are applicable when the singular values of A are greater than one. The bounds also show that solutions of the DALE depend on both the eigenvalues of A and on the sensitivity of these eigenvalues to perturbations. The eigenvalues of nonnormal matrices may be extremely sensitive to perturbations.
With the new matrix bounds, we derive Corollaries 1 and 2, upper and lower bounds for the individual eigenvalues of P and for the trace of P. Finally in Theorem 3, we derive sharp upper and lower bounds for the constant of proportionality that relates the trace of P with the trace of Q.
For X 2 R n n , we use the notation i (X) and i (X) to denote the i-th eigenvalue and singular value of the matrix X, where j i (X)j, i = 1; : : : ; n and i (X), i = 1; : : : ; n are in non-increasing order. The norm k k 2 is the usual 2-norm with kXk 2 = 1 (X). We will use the standard results for eigenvalues of symmetric matrices 6]: tr(XY ) = tr(Y X); (6) for X =2 R p n ; Y =2 R n p .
II Results
De nition 1. For A 2 R n n with eigenvalues inside the unit circle and for any integer m 0, de ne P m = P T m by P 0 = 0 and
Theorem 1. The solution P of (1) is
Proof. E.g. 8].
De nition 2. 
The terms of the series in (9) can be bounded using 7], 
implies that
Theorem 2. If P is a solution of equation (1), then for all integers m 0:
Proof. Since Q = Q T > 0, Q can be expressed as
where i (Q) > 0 and the w i are orthogonal. For any x 2 R n it can be seen that
Similarly,
Applying (4) to (15) gives: Corollary 1. If P is a solution of equation (1) then
Applying (5) to (15) gives:
Corollary 2. If P is a solution of equation (1) 
where w i are the orthogonal eigenvectors of Q and i (Q) > 0. Hence,
where we use the property of the trace operator given in (6). However,
and
III Remarks and comparisons to existing bounds Remark 1. The bounds in Theorem 2 are sharp in the sense that for any A there is a Q such that the bounds are achieved; for Q = I, the solution of (1) is P = H 0 and the family of inequalities in Theorem 2 collapses to a single equality. They are also sharp in the sense that for any Q there is an A such that the bounds are achieved. For Q as in (16) which is a better bound than (37) when L > 2.
As a second example, take A to be the n n matrix with ones on the super diagonal and zero elsewhere and take Q = I. For this example kPk 2 = n, while the bound from (30) is kPk 2 kA T A + Ik 2 = 2 :
The bound obtained using the truncated series in (28) is kPk 2 L for L n and kPk 2 n for L > n which, for L > 2 is a tighter bound than that in (39). 
It is easy to see that
We take j j to be less than one. For this A, the solution of (1) is
Clearly, in this example for xed the solution is a well behaved function of near = 1. This example also shows the relevance of eigenvalue sensitivity. The sensitivity of an eigenvalue to perturbations is given by its condition (see e.g.
7]
). The condition s of a simple eigenvalue is de ned in such a way that roughly speaking, a perturbation of order to a matrix, results in a perturbation of the eigenvalue of order =s. All the eigenvalues of a normal matrix have condition equal to one. Hence, eigenvalue sensitivity is a phenomena associated with nonnormality. Here, the condition of is s = jv T uj. 
From (24) tr(P ) = z T H 0T z tr Q :
If z is chosen to be the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of H 0T then tr P = 1 (H 0T ) tr Q :
Similarly, if z is chosen to be the eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue of H 0T then tr P = n (H 0T ) tr Q :
Finally, if A = I, j j < 1 then for any Q the bounds in Theorem 3 become a single equality.
IV Conclusions
Here, a family of new, sharp, arbitrarily tight, upper and lower matrix bounds for solutions of the discrete algebraic Lyapunov was derived. The lower bounds are tighter than previously known ones. For large systems, calculation of the lower bounds using iterative methods may be possible when direct solution of the DALE is not practical. The new upper bounds, though costly to compute, are of particular interest as they do not require that the singular values of A be less than one. The bounds also suggest that solutions of the DALE depend on both the eigenvalues of A and on the sensitivity of these eigenvalues to perturbations.
Using these matrix bounds, bounds for the individual eigenvalues and for the trace of the solution were found. Additionally, sharp upper and lower bounds relating the trace of P and the trace of Q were presented.
